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Let G be a finite group and L denote either the orthogon;al group 0 or the unitary 
group U. In the following, we shall compute the equivariant cohomology of the 
spaces B( G, L) that classify equivariant real or complex vector bundles. 
The theory of equivariant bundles was studied in [ 12- 15,20,23,28,29]. In these, 
the notion of a principal (6, r)-bundle p : E + B is defined as a principal &bundle 
where E and B are G-spaces, p is a G-map, G acts on E via bundle maps, and 
the actions of G and 7r on E commute. The classifying G-space 
bundles is denoted by B(G, n-). This de 
in [ 13,20,23] so that a principal rr-bundl 
whenever r is an extensio 
when r acts on B through t 
G-space with respect 
r=Gxn; then B(n; 
Jr 
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Equivariant RO( G)-graded ordinary cohomology and homology theories which 
take values in the category of Mackey functors are constructed in [18,20] based on 
the equivariant stable category introduced in [20]. Any coefficient system for an 
equivariant cohomology or homology theory must be a Mackey fumctor. detailed 
description of Mackey functors is given in [7]. An alternative description of these 
functors is given in [2l] by Lindner. Using the latter description a systematic study 
of Mackey functors is provided by Lewis [ 171 where he introduces the Mackey 
functor analogs of many concepts in ring theory. A review of the relevant material 
from the study of Lewis can be found in [26,27]. 
If we choose the right coefficient system for an equivariant cohomology or 
homology theory, then there is a general procedure introduced in [ 16,191 for 
reducing the computation of equivariant cohomology or homology theories of any 
G-spectrum to the computation of certain nonequivariant ordinary cohomology or 
homology groups (see also [26,27-J). Applied to the calculation of the cohomology 
of the classifying spaces B( G, L), this method reduces their computations to that 
of the nonequivariant integer graded cohomology with coefficients in a certain ring 
R of the fixed point sets of these classifying spaces. By expanding the analysis of 
these fixed point sets given by Lashof and May [ 131 and others [ 14,15,8], we 
describe their cohomology as tensor products of the R-cohomology groups of various 
familiar nonequivariant classifying spaces. 
This paper is organized as follows In the first section, we introduce applications 
of the two results as given in [ 131 and [27] that are necessary for our computation. 
An application of one of these will reduce the equivariant cohomology of B( G, L) 
to computing integer graded nonequivariant cohomology groups of the fixed point 
sets of these classifying spaces and the other will give a description of these fixed 
point sets. The second section summarizes the results of our computation of the 
cohomology of (B( G, L). These results are verified in the third section. 
In computing the cohomology of B( G, L), we first reduce our calculations in 
equivariant cohomology to computing integer graded nonequivariant cohomology 
groups. 
A Mackey functor ,izh is a contravariant additive functor from the Burnside category 
B, a description of which can be found in [ 17,271, to the category of abelian groups. 
The category of Mackey functors is an abelian category with a tensor product-like 
construction, namely the box product 0. Using this box product we can define 
Mackey functor rings and modules just as we define the ordinary rings and modules. 
The relation between Mackey functor rings and modules, and ordinary rings and 
modules is that if 3, is a Mackey Punctor ring and JM. is a Mackey functor module 
over ?X, then evaluated at any value a c B, :&a) is a ring and N(a) is a module 
over XC a ). 
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The objects of the Burside category B include the orbits G/H for any subgroup 
H of 6, and the set of’ automorphisms in B from G/H to itself is the Weyl group 
WH. Therefore for any Mackey functor Ju, A(G/H) has a WH-action. Con- 
sequently, evaluation at G/ H gives a forgetful functor from the category of Mackey 
functors to the category of Z[ WH]-Modules. In fact this forgetful functor is a 
natural equivalence between a certain subcategory of Mackey functors and the 
catego;*y of Z[ WH]-Modules. This subcategory is called the category of H-deter- 
mined Mackey functors and consists of those Mackey functors which are completely 
determined by their values at G/H. In this case the subgroup H of G is unique up 
to conjugacy and is called the characteristic subgroup. A more detailed summary 
of these concepts can be found in [ 16,26,27-j. 
If H denotes Mackey functor valued cohomology, and if R corresponds to the 
value of the Mackey functor 9X at G/H, we have the following result as a consequence 
of Theorem 3.11 in [27]. 
Let SB be an H-determined, G,/ H-projective Mackqv .functor ring. The 
RO( G)-graded Mackey functors [I*( B( G, L); %!) are determined by a homomot$ism 
of RO(G) into Hom( WH,H/2) and by the nonequivariant integer graded groups 
H “( B( G, L) H ; R) regarded as WH-modules via the action of WH on R and 
Thus in computing the cohomology of B( G, L), we might as well assume that 
is normal in G and WH = G/H. To simplify our notation we shall denote WH = G/ 
by ; 
1.2. In nonequivariant cohomology theory, finite field coefficients play a 
nt role in simplifying the homological algebra. The analogues of these in 
equivariant theory are t mod p Mackey functor fields. Any mod p Mackey functor 
field 9 is H-determin G/ H-projective and is completely characterized by a 
subgroup i?l of WH, a finite field F of characteristic p and a short exact sequence 
I-+ E + I?+ Gal( F, Z/p) + 1. These mod p Mackey functor fields provide the same 
simplificat ions in homological algebra that finite field coeficients provide in the non 
equivaridnt context. Thus one may prefer to choose mod p ackey functor field 
coefficients for the computations of the cohomology of B( 6, E). In this case we 
have the following version of Theorem 1.1. 
CoroIlary If 9 is a mod p Mackey functor field, then the coho 
functor H (G, L); 9) is a module over 9 and is determined by it 
regarded as a M/H-module and can be computed from the non-equivalent cohomolog_v 
L) H; F) together with the action these groups i 
For computations with g c 
Next we want to intr 
the following notatio 
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otation 1.4. Let I‘ = G x L and 9 : I + G be the projection on 
representation we mean a homomorphism from H into L. For any 
p, we let the subgroup A,, = {(h, p(h)) : h E If} denote the graph of 
that A, n L = ((e, I)}, where e is the identity in G and 1 is the i 
matrix, and A&= H x k= 9-‘(H). 
If H normal in G, for any representation p of hi and any g E 
representation $ of H is defined by p”(h) = p(g-‘hg), for all h E 
are two representations of H into f., then p and p’ are called r-equivalent N- 
representations if and only if there exists (g, x) E f such that p’(h) = xp”( h)x-‘, for 
all h E H. We let R( H, r) denote a set of representatives for the distinct equivalence 
classes of r-equivalent H-representations. The H-representations p, p’ are in the 
same equivalence class, denoted p - p’, if and only if A,, is conjugate to A,, in r. 
The normalizer of A,, in r is the subgroup N,A,, = {(g, x) E l? x-‘p( h)x = p”(h), 
Vh E If} and the Weyl group of A,, in I‘ is W:,l,, = N,-411,/ill,. 
Let W:,=Ln NJ,,=((e,x)U: xp(h)= p( h )x, Vh E If) = L n Z,.&, where Z,A, 
is the centralizer of _I,, in II One can think of Wi, as a normal subgroup of W,.A,, 
since L n A,, = ((e, I)). Let .J,, = W,..I,,/ W;,. Since N& n A& = Ap WL, the group 
Jl, is isomorphic to N,;4,,/ AI, W.1, < r/ .1,,L = G/H = i Therefore J,., can be regarded 
as a subgroup of l If .I#, = K,,/ H in j, then K, = (g E G: @ is similar to p} = 9( N,A,). 
With these notations, we turn to the description of the structure of B( G, L)H as 
a WH-space given in [13]. 
Theorem 1.5. As a .kpace, 
B(G, L)H = 11 j x _,,.w w:,; WI.& ). 
pt I?( l-f./‘) 
2. Computation of the cohomology of 
Theorem 1.1 reduces the computation of the RO( G)-graded Mackey functors 
H*( B( G, L); 9) to computing the integer graded cohomology groups 
H*( B( G, L)“; R) together with the WH-action on these groups inherited from the 
action of WH on B( G, L)H and I?. Then Theorem 1.5 readily translates to the 
following result on M*( B( G, L jH; R). 
lar]v 2.1. As a j-space, 
H*<B(G, L)H; R) = @ (id,, H”( B( Wi,; WI-A,); R)), 
,,t RI tf,/‘b 
where J,,-module structure of H*(B( W:,; W,4,,); R) is given by the action of J,, 
both on B( W:,; W!.,4,,) and R. Moreover, the cup product and taking R = 2/2 the 
Steenrod algebra action respect this splitting. 
Next, we focus our attention on a piece of B(G, L)H corresponding to a fixed 
-representation p. To simplify our notation, let us denote J,:, ,I,,, 
and respectively as 9, . , IV, W, W’, and whenever p is 
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describe W’ and subsequently B( W’; W), we introduce some definitions and nota- 
tions regarding the representation p. 
efinition 2.2. (1) Two representations p, p’ of H are similar, denoted p = p’, if 
there is an x E L such that x-‘p( h)x = p’(h) for all h E H. 
(2) For any representation of If, the subgroup KP = {g E G: pB = p} is called the 
inertia group of p. The inertia group of p will be denoted by K when no confusion 
results. Clearly K 2 H. 
For any H-representation p, let [p] denote its similarity class. Let % be the set 
of similarity classes of the irreducible H-representations which appear in p. The 
group K acts on 95’ by sending [a] E %’ to [u”]. Let r be the number of orbits in Ce 
and let Ok,..., or be irreducible H-representations chosen from the r orbits. Let 
n K ), so that IQ;1 = 6; is the orbit size of [ ai] under the action of K 
s the number of times 0, appears in p, then for each g E K, af also 
appears ci times in p. Thus, we may assume that ,o = CL=, ci(C,,, af), where the 
second sum runs over a set of coset representatives for Qi. Note that p can be 
changed up to similarity without having any effect on H*(B( W’; W); R). Let v 
denote the representation space of ck By the Schur lemma, the endomorphism rings 
of the irreducible Z[H]-modules Vi are division rings. 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose p = C l=, ci (C,, ,J) as described above. Then 
OXi Oi, forL=O, 
W’s i=l 
UXfi U,, forL=U, 
i _Y 1 
where 
o(Ci)h’9 if End, Vi ~[w, 
Oi = u(ci)“‘9 if End,, Vi =C, 
sPtci)4, if End, Vi z 0-U 
and LJi = U(ci)‘l. 
Let J,, = ( K,, n K)/M < J. For any J,,-module V, let ind a;,, V denote the J- 
module obtained using tensor induction [6,9]. oughly, ind O;,,’ can be viewed 
as the tensor product of 1 J/J,,, I= lQii= bi copies of V where the acii 
the tensor factors in the same way that it permutes the summa 
induction. 
ise by homomorp 
on U(n). Similarly, the grou actions induce actions 
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H*( BSp(n); R), because they correspond to conjugation by a diagonal matrix. 
Thus, the group Out,(W) of outer automorphisms of W over R acts on 
H”( BSp( n); R). In genera!, if 8 is a homomorphism from a group B into Aut,(C) 
or Out&HI), then B acts on H*(BU(n); R) or H*( BSp(n); R) via 8. This action 
will always be referred to as the action of B induced by 6. We then conclude our 
computation by the following result. 
Theorem 2.4. For a$xed representation p = ~~=, ci(C,,Q,af), there is a J-isomorphism 
H”(B( W’; W); R) = 
H”(BO; R)O(Or=,H*(BOi; R)), ifL= 03 
H*( BU; R)@(@;._, H*( BU,; R)), ifL = U, 
where the action of J on H *( BO; R ) and H *( BU; R) comes entirely from the action 
of J on R and the action of J on the remaining terms is given by the isomorphisms 
i 
ind Oi,,, H*(BO(ci); R), ifEnd& =R, 
H*(BOi; R)= ind O;,, H*(BU(ci); R), ifEnd,&=@, 
ind O;,,’ H*(BSp(ci); R), ifEndRK +I-!, 
I 
H*( BUi; R) = ind O;,,[ H*( BU( ci); R). 
The action of J,,, on H*( BO( ci); R), and on H*( BU( ci); R) for L = U comes entirely 
from the action of J,, on R. If L = 0 and End, V;: = Q= .’ then there is a homomorphism 
8i : Jw, + Aut,(@) ani the action of J‘*, on H*( BU( ci); R) is the composite of the action 
of J(,, on R and the action induced by @. If L = 0 and End, Vi = W, then there is a 
homomorphism t$ : J,,, + Out,(M) and the action of Jl,, on H*( BSp(ci); R) is the 
composite of the action R and the action induced by t&. The homomorphisms Oi are 
solely determined by ci and not by p. 
3. Verification of the assertions 
In Theorem 1.5 the description of the j-space B( G, L)” is such that, non- 
equivariantly, J” x J,B( WL; WI-A,,) is the disjoint union of J/J,, copies of 
B( WL; W,A,). Therefore its cohomology is the sum of j/J, copies of the 
cohomology of B( W:,; WI-A,). It is easy to check that the j-action on 
H*( B( Wh; WI-A,); R) is that of the induced representation. Thus, Corollary 2.1 
follows rather trivially. Consequently, the purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 
2.4, which describes, for a fixed H-representation p = Cr=, Ci(C,,o, cry), the non- 
equivariant cohomology of B( W:,; W,A,,) as a J-module. 
Definition 3.1. We define an action of J = W/ W’ on the nonequivariant cohomology 
of BW’ as follows, By conjugation W acts on W’ through group homomorphisms 
and therefore also acts on BW’. This action induces an action of W on the 
nonequivariant cohomology H*( BW’; R) where R is any coefficient ring. Conjuga- 
tion by an element in W’ induces a map of BW’ to itself which is nonequivariantly 
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homotopic to the identity map. Thus, the conjugation action of W’ on H*( BW’; R) 
is trivial and the W-action on H*( B W’; R) passes to an action of 9 on H*( B W’; R). 
Note that the action of J is defined only on the cohomology of BW’ and not on 
B W’ itself. Using this definition and Theorem 11 in [23] we have the following result. 
Lemma 3.2. Under the identification of H*( B( W’; W); R) with H*( BW’; R), the 
part of the action on H*( B( W’; W); R) coming from the action of J on B( W’; W) 
is the same as the conjugation action of J on H”( B W’; R) given in the definition above. 
Remark 3.3. The lemma above only asserts that the action of J on B( W’; W) agrees 
in cohomology with the action given in Definition 3.1. Using this lemma, we can 
hereafter concentrate on the conjugation action of W on W’ and BW’. In fact, it 
is sufficient to consider the conjugation action of N on W’ and BW’ via the map 
N-, w. 
Lemma 3.4. The group N can be decomposed as a product fl+. x L’ of two subgroups 
lVf and L’ of r such that: 
(1) L’ is a subgroup of (e) x L c r and is abstractly isomorphic to L. 
(2) lVf is a jnite dimensional subgroup of r containing A so that if M!f = A/J A, then 
W= N/A= lV,.xr’. 
(3) If W,;. = W’ n lV,; then W’ decomposes as the product W,;. x L’. 
(4) Since W,;.n A = (e), W,;. can be regarded as a subgroup of M$ and J = W,/ W,;. 
Proof. Since H is finite, the H-representation p factors through some L(s) for a 
finite integer s, which is actually the degree of p. That is, the matrix of p(h) for an 
arbitrary h E H looks like (A “) o , , w h ere A E L(s). Since p and p’ have the same 
degree for any k E K, pk also factors through L(s). Let 
be the matrix of pk(h), where A” E L(s). If (k, x) E N, then k E K and x-‘px = pk. 
By the Schur lemma x = (t $), where X-‘AX = A” for all h E H and % is an 
arbitrary matrix in L. Let Nf be the subgroup of N consisting of all pairs (k, x) 
suchthat kE# andx=( z y), where X E L(s) is a similarity matrix between A and 
A” for all h E H. If we also let L’ to be the subgroup of N consisting of all the pairs 
(e, x’), where x’= (A s), then it is clear that N decomposes as /V,.X L’. Clearlv N,. _ 
contains A and W = y,. x L’. Suppose that w denotes an element in W’ which 
commutes with p(h) for all h E H, then w must be a matrix of the form (0’ z), where 
Y is a matrix in L(s) that satisfies A Y = YA for all h E H and 2 is an arbitrary 
matrix in L. If we idemify W; as the subgroup of W’ consisting of the matricies 
with 2 = I, then W,;.= W’n N,- and W’ decomposes as W,i,x L’. Hence the lemma 
is proved. q 
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Observe that since J = W,/ W;, to understand the J-action on H*( BW’; R), it 
suffices to understand the conjugation action of the subgroup Wf of W on BW’. 
The homeomorphism B W’ = B Wi x BL’ is Ws-equivariant if Wf acts by conjugation 
on SW; and trivially on BL’. Thus we have the following result. 
Lemma 3.5. As a J-module 
H*(B( W’; W);R)= H*(BW;; R)@H*(BL’; R), 
where the J-action on H*( BL’; R) comes from the action qf J on R and the J-action 
on H*( B W$; R) is the composite of the actions induced by the action of J on I; and 
the conjugation action of Wr on B W.;. 
As a result of this lemma, it suffices to restrict attention to the groups N’, Wf, Wi. 
Lemma 3.6. The group W; splits as a product nr=, W:! of subgroups WY corresponding 
to the r orbits of the action of K on Ce. These subgroups are invariant with respect o 
the conjugation action of WP 
PrOOf. Let pi = Ci(C,,o, af) denote the H-representation corresponding to the ith 
orbit in % and let Ai denote the matrix of pi(h). If the degree of pi is sip then Ai is 
in L(si) and the matrix of p(h) can be partitioned into subblocks as given below 
0 
4 
0 
.I. 
. , . 
. , . 
We can partition w E W.; to have the same block form as that of p(h) so that 
However, since w commutes with p(h), and pi, pj have no irreducible representations 
in common for i # j, we must have all the off diagonal blocks Yij of w zero by the 
Schur lemma. That is, any w E W; must be of the form 
Y, 0 . . . 0 
where Yi E L( si) commutes with Ai. Hence, We;. is split into factors, say WY < L(si), 
in correspondence with the orbits of p. To see that W.$ is W-isomorphic to fll=, WY, 
notice that WY is a quotient of NJ and to describe the action of the elements of M$, 
it is enough to look at the selected preimages in NJ.. Therefore, let us consider the 
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element (k, X) E Nf where k E K, so that x is the matrix of similarity between p and 
pk. Using the Schur lemma, the similarity matrix can be chosen to have a matrix 
block from 
XI 0 . . . 0 
0 X2 . . . 0 
. . . . 
. . . . 
ii il ..: ;, 
where xi is the similarity matrix of pi to pt. Clearly each Xi affects only the 
corresponding factor Yin Thus, the W;-action respects the decomposition. 
In view of the above lemma, the problem of describing W; reduces to looking 
at one factor WY. From this point on, we concentrate only on WY and pi. To simplify 
our notation we drop all the i’s from pi, Ui, bi, ci, and Si. We write W” for WY and 
Q” for Qi. Finally, we let V be the representation space of CR With those notations 
in mind, we have the following description of W”. 
Lemma 3.7. Let p = c&,, ag be a representation of degree s. Then, W”= 
{XE L(s): Xp(h)=p(h)X,VhE H} isdescribed asfollows. 
O(c)q if L= 0 and EndRV=R, 
,,_ u(c)q w= 
I 
if L= 0 and EndRV=@, 
SP(c)q if L= 0 and EndRV=W, 
u(c)b, if L= U. 
Proof. Let II4 be R if L = 0 and @ if L = U. Let d be the dimension of V over I6 
and let d ’ be the dimension of V over EndK V Note that if L = 0 anA End, V = @ 
or HI, then V is a complex or quatemionic representation which is being regarded 
as a real representation by neglect of structure. Let I”’ & the d’ x d’ identity matrix 
over EndK V Let gl, g2, . . . , gb be an enumeration of the elements of Q” with g, 
being the identity element. For i = 1,2, . . . , b, let Si E L(d) denote the matrix of the 
representation agi evaluated at h E H. Then the matrix of p(h) has the form 
B 0 . . . 0 
0 B . . . 0 
where B repeats diagonally c-times and equals 
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Let us write X E W” in block form corresponding to our description of p(h) so that 
i 
Xl’ 
x21 
x= . 
. 
il 
x2 
x22 
Xl 
where Xs, = 
xi* 
. . 
. 
x2 
x2 
. 
. 
x;b 
X;b 
. . 
. 
kb 
. . . . . . 
. 
Xc2 
Note that the submatrices Xij, 1 d i,j s b, of X,, actually depend on s and t, 
suppressed from the notation. For l- < s, t s c, we must have X,,B = BX,,. Then for 
1 s i, j s b, we must have XijSj = Six;. Since the Si’s correspond to matrices of 
distinct irreducible representations, by the Schur lemma Xij = 0 if i # j. Moreover, 
for each i, there is a hi E EndK V such that Xii is the matrix A iZd*. Again, if L = 0 
and EndR V = C or W, Xii is a complex or quaternionic matrix being regarded as a 
real matrix by neglect of structure. Consequently, any X E W’ is a matrix over 
EndKV of the form 
0 
A:' 
. 
0 
0 
. . . 
A;' i 
Al 
i 
Ic 
0 
. . 
6 
0 
Ai’ 
0 
0 
. . . 
A: 1 
0 
0 . . i AF 
/ ‘1 
i 
Al 
0 
. 
. 
i 
.i 
. A;’ 
0 . . 
ii 
. . . . . . 
0 
. 
. 
0 
0 
. . . 1 Ai' 
Al 
i 
cc 
0 
. . 
iI 
0 0 
A;’ cc A2 . . . 
. 
. . . 
. 
. 
iI 0 
Now, moving the rows and columns of X around, we can put it into an equivalent 
form, 
II A, . . . h:' 
. . . 
. . . 0 . . . 
hi’ . .: A+ 
@I&. 
A: 
. . . 
A;;' i. 
. c l 
0 0 . . . 
. . . 
Since X E L(s), so is the matrix above. Given this equivalent form of X, it is clear 
that X represents an arbitrary element of L”(c)‘, where 
0, if EndKV=R, 
L” = U, if EndKV=@, 
Sp, if End~V-lHl. 
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Lemmas 3.2-3.7 complete the description of W’ which was given in Theorem 2.3. 
Next, we describe the W&action on w”. First we consider the case in which p is a 
single irreducible representation. 
Lemma 3.8. Suppose that p = a, where a is an irreducible representation of H. Then 
W; = W” is the group of unit vectors in EndK V The action homomorphism Wf + 
Aut( W.;) lifts to a homomorphism Wf + Aut(End( V)). Here, the endomorphisms and 
automorphisms are taken over Iw if L = 0, and over @ if L = U. The J-action on the 
nonequivariant cohomology of B W” is given as follows. 
(1) If L = U, or if L = 0 and End,( V) = Iw, then the conjugation action of Wr on 
W” is trivial and J acts on H”( B W”; R) simply by its action on R. 
(2) If L = 0 and End,( V) = @, then the homomorphism Wf + Aut,(C) factors 
through J to give a homomorphism J + Aut&). 
(3) If L = 0 and End,( V) = H, then the homomorphism M$-, Aut&Hl) induces a 
map J + Out&H). 
For the last two cases, the action of J on H”( B W”; R) is the composite of the action 
of J on R and the actions induced by the given homomorphisms. 
Proof. Let K, d’, and Id’ be as described in the proof of the previous lemma. By 
the Schur lemma and the fact that W”C L(s), W”= (AIdr: A E EndK( V) and IAl = 1). 
If L = LJ or L = 0 and EndIw V = Iw, then Nf acts trivially on W” and so the J-action 
on H*( B W”; R) comes entirely from the action of J on R. If L = 0 and End,V is 
@ or Hi, then the matrices of W” are complex or quaternionic matrices being regarded 
as real matrices. An element (k, X) of Nr acts on W” by conjugation by x which is 
a real matrix. Thus the action may be nontrivial even when Endlw V = @. This action 
of A$ can be extended to an action of A$ on all of End, V by identifying EndRV 
with the scalar matrices of the form A&,#, A E EndR V. Thus, we have a homomorphism 
8 : lVf + Aut,( End, V). Since p is a representation over EndR V A is in the kernel of 
8, and there is an induced homomorphism 8 : W” + Aut,( End, V). Note that 0( W”) 
is contained in the set of inner automorphisms of EndRV. Thus, 8 induces a 
homomorphism 8’: J + Out& End, V). For the complex case Aut,(C) and Out,(@) 
coincide, so that in this case we may regard 8’ as a homomorphism into Aut& End, V). 
The homomorphism 8 gives the action of I+$ on B W”, therefore the homomorphism 
8’ gives the part of the action of J on H*( B W”; R j coming from the action of wf 
on B W”. El 
For the next assertion, we return to the case p = c(&~,, ugi), where Q”= 
K/(K,nK)and{gi:i=l,..., r} is a set of coset representatives for K, n K in K 
with g, = e. Let C’(c) denote O(c), U(c), or Sp(c) as in the description of W” in 
Lemma 3.7. Recall from the proof of Lemma 3.7 that the factors of L”(c)~ may be 
regarded as being indexed on the irreducible representations up! appearing in p, or 
more simply as being indexed on the coset representatives gP 
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Lemma 3.9. (1) If L = U, or L = 0 and EndR( V) = II& then for each y E J, a preimage 
(k, x) E N may be chosen which acts on L”(c)~ by permuting the factors as k permutes 
the elements of Q”. Thus, y acts on H”(BW”; R) = @,,ole H”(BL”(c); R) by acting 
on R and by permuting the tensor factors as k permutes the elements of Q”. 
(2) If L = 0 and End,(V) =C or H, then each y E J has a preimage (k, x) E N 
whose action on L”(c)~ is a composite of the permutation of the factors as k permutes 
the elements of Q” and an action on each factor derived from the homomorphism 
8 : W, + Au&( EndR( V)). If k permutes the factor corresponding to the coset representa- 
tive gi to the factor corresponding to the coset representative gj, then gJT’ kgi E K, n K 
and the additional action of (k, x) on the factor BL”(c) corresponding to gi is that 
coming from some element (gi”kgi, y) E W, via the homomorphism 9. Thus, as a 
J-module H*(BW”; R) s ind @;W H*(BL”(c); R) where the action of J, on 
H*( BL”(c); R) is the composite of the action of JU on R and the action derived from 
the homomorphism Ja + J + Aut&C ) or J, + J + Out,(M). 
Proof. Suppose L = U, or L = 0 and End,( V) = 03. If k is in K, then since p = pk, 
for every i, 1 s i s b, there is exactly one j, 1 s j s b, such that akgi is similar to agj. 
For each i, let Xi be the similarity matrix between akgi and agi and let 
Xl 0 . . . 0 
x’= 
0 x2 . . . 0 
i 1 
. . . l . . . . . 
ii ii . . : ;, 
Let S: denote the matrix of akgi( h). Then there is a unique permutation matrix P 
such that 
(&!)$ i :i; $%‘=(; f :;; ;J. 
Recall that, the block form of the matrix p(h) is such that the block 
I s, 0 . . . o\ 
repeats diagonally c-times. Similarly, pk( h) may be written in a block form like that 
for p(h). Denote the block form of ok(h) corresponding to B by Bk. Then 
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and Bk repeats c times diagonally in pk( h). Consequently, if we let 
where the matrix Px’ repeats diagonally c times, we have Xpk( h)x-’ = p(h). Clearly 
(S X) E N is in the preimage of y = kH E J. 
To describe the action of (k, X) E N on W”, consider the first description of an 
element w in W’ given in Lemma 3.7 as 
i 
I&, x1* . . . 
X -21 x*2 . . . 
. . . 
4 . . 
ic, x,, . . : 
Since h ;‘l”. is a diagonal 
(px’)-‘X,,( RX’) = F’X,,p, 
f:) where &= [ f i:: li@&#. 
matrix, x~~(A:‘&& = A:‘&#, for all s, t, i, and j. Thus, 
and for any w E W” 
C’WX = 
, 
P_‘X,,P P-‘X,*P . . . P-‘x’.P 
P-‘X*,P P-‘Xz*P . . . P-‘x&P 
. . . . . . . . 
p-‘;(,,p P-‘;(,*P . . : p-‘;(,p 
Now, regrouping the scalars in w and w’ as we did in the proof of Lemma 3.7, we 
see that the action of (k, X) on W’ is a permutation of the b copies of the factors 
O(c), or U(c). Hence we obtain the asserted action of J on H*( BW”; R). 
If L = 0 and EndR( V) = @ or 04, then the description of the action of J on 
H”( BW’; R) proceeds exactly as in the previous case up to the computation 
x~‘(A~‘~‘&~ Again the matrix Ai* Id’ is a complex or quatemionic scalar matrix 
being regarded as a real matrix, and therefore it need not commute with the real 
matrix + This failure to commute gives the extra action described in part (2). To 
see that the extra action has the specified form, for each k E K, pick a matrix y& 
such that ykak( h)yk-’ = a(h), for all h E H Now if k E K permutes the coset rep- 
resentative gi to 6, then the matrix xi is selected so that Xiakg’( h)xi’ = a”(h), for 
all h E H This expression is the same as xic g;lkG( h)x,’ = o(h), for all h E H. It 
follows that gy’kgi E K, and xi may be chosen to be yg$&&. With this choice of Xi, 
the action of (k, X) on W’ is exactly as claimed in (2). 
We conclude this section with an observation about the short exact sequence 
14 W’+ W+J+ 1 in the special case p = c(Cgeo.# ag). If there is an extension of 
the representation o : H + L to a representation 6 : K n Kc + L, then ind z,,K, 5 
regarded as an H-representation is just p. Thus, ~9 can be extended to the M- 
representation p: K + L. Define a homomorphism 4 : K + NJ by 4(k) = (k, p(k)). 
This homomorphism takes H to A, and SQ induces a homomsrphi% v;“: :J + Wp 
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The homomorphisms 4 and 4’ respectively split the short exact sequences 
I+ W~+N+K+l and l+ W-j.+ IVj--,.?+l. 
Such a splitting allows us to identify WJ as the wreath product (Jl U’( c)) when 
L = U, or L = 0 and Endw V = IR. Below we indicate the cases where a can always 
be extended. 
Suppose H Q G and j= G/H s H/p”, and let v : H + L be an irreducible rep- 
resentation of degree d with inertia subgroup K, and representation space V Choose 
k, E K, so that k, H is a generator in Kc/H. To define any extension 5 : Ku + L, it 
is sufficient to define it properly for the element k,, since any other element of K, 
can be written as k’,.h, for some i and h E H. 
Case 1. Suppose that L = U. Let x be the matrix in U such that ( kl, x) is in A!,; 
that is, x&h)x-’ = a(h), for all h E H. We know that such a matrix exists, for 
k, E K* Let m be the order of k, H in KS/H. Then, (ky, x’“) is also in N,, and we 
have x5( kr)-‘a( h)o( kr)xmm = a(h), for all h E H. Consequently, x”o(k~)-’ 
commutes with a(h) for any h E H. By the Schur lemma, x”a(kr)- = AId where 
h E C. Now the required extension is specified by 6( k,) = 6x where S = A-““. 
Case 2. Suppose a is a real representation such that EndRV%R and the order 
of k, H, denoted m (or equivalently p) is odd. Then the proof of Case 1 is still valid. 
Also, if A E EndR V in the equation x”o( kr )-’ = A Id is equal to 1, the extension 
of u can always be defined by taking 6(g) = x. 
Finally, if the degree of u is odd and A = - 1, then we have det cr(gm) = - 1. In 
this case, we define a new representation 3 = (det a)cr : H + 0. Note that if x is the 
matrix for which & is similar to 0, then det o( k-‘hk) = det cT( h), for any h E H, and 
we have 
l( k-‘hk) = (det o( k-‘hk))o( k-‘hk) = (det u( h))(xcr( h)x-‘) = x5( h)x-‘. 
Therefore x is also the similarity matrix between Jk and 5. Moreover, K, = K&. 
Since we have x”l( kr)-’ = Id, we can extend 6 by the argument above. This extension 
of l can be used to split the sequence 1 + W.j+ lVf + K + 1. Cl 
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